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ATLANTA, Dec. 19, 2012 /PRNewswire/ -- LEDiQ retained Adapt IP Ventures to monetize their light emitting diode

("LED") patent portfolio. Adapt IP Ventures will be presenting this patent portfolio to both product companies and patent

acquisition entities.

The LEDiQ patent portfolio consists of two U.S. patents and counterparts in Taiwan and China related to LED reflector

design and control to optimize and focus light output. Additionally, the patented technology combines the reflector and

heat sink in a single part assembly. LEDiQ is also developing other related technologies and patents, including the

application for advanced LED control system, green energy solutions etc. The U.S. patents in this patent portfolio include:

U.S. Patent No. 6,652,122 – Low-power high-intensity lighting apparatus

U.S. Patent No. 7,055,991 – Low-power high-intensity lighting apparatus

The patent portfolio has been referenced by Philips, Illumitech, Stanley Electric, Osram Sylvania, Goldeneye Prod Inc.,

LumenFlow, eLumigen, Endicott Interconnect Tech Inc., among others.

"LEDiQ retained Adapt IP Ventures because of our experience in this market and we feel confident that we will find a buyer

for this patent portfolio", stated Grant Moss, CEO of Adapt IP Ventures. "The demand for this patent portfolio is expected

to be significant as the adoption rate for LED-based technologies throughout numerous industries grow and as the number

of LED-related patent infringement cases increases."

Companies interested in obtaining more information about the LEDiQ patent portfolio should contact Grant Moss of Adapt

IP Ventures at grant@adaptipventures.com.

About Adapt IP Ventures, LLC

Adapt IP Ventures, based in Atlanta, GA, provides transaction advisory services designed to assist innovative firms

understand and extract value from their patents. Typical engagements consist of Adapt IP Ventures developing and

executing custom strategies to sell, license and evaluate patents. For more information, please visit

www.adaptipventures.com.

About LEDiQ Inc.

LEDiQ, based in Atlanta, Georgia with support in Taipei, Taiwan, is a technology company that develops and provides

cutting edge LED fixture design and technologies. For more information, please visit www.lediq.com/.
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Grant Moss

Adapt IP Ventures, LLC

Phone: 770-353-0756     
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